
Welcome 
to the 

Workshop on multibody charmless 
B-hadron decays 

 



The laboratory 
Laboratoire de Phyisique Nucléaire et de Hautes Energies 

  CNRS (IN2P3), Sorbonne Université (Previousely Université Pierre et Marie Curie), 
Université Paris Diderot Sorbonne Paris Cité. 

  100 researchers and  faculty (~50 permanent), ~50 technicians and engineers 

  Mainly experimental physics: 
  Accelerators: ATLAS, LHCb, T2K, NA61  

Astroparticles and Dark Matter: HESS, Auger, Xenon  

  Observational cosmology (LSST, SN, DESY) 

  Studies, R&D for numerous future projects: SLHC, LHCb-upgrade, ILD/Calice, CTA, 
EUCLID, DAMIC, Darkside, SHIP. 

  Also some theoretical activities: 
  QCD phenomenology, g-2, cosmology 

 



Orientation 



Orientation in the LPNHE 
  All the sessions will be held here, in room 

12-22.SB/RC.08 

  We are located in the SB/RC level. 

  The LPNHE is located in corridors 12-13 
and 12-22, in SB/RC level, 1st floor and 2nd 
floor 

  In case you need to find a specific room in 
LPNHE   

 12-22.234 
                 Corridor    Room number 

                              Level 

  Corridors of the lab have free access during 
the meeting hours. A key is necessary earlier 
in the morning and later in the evening. 

 



Practical information 
  You may contact us (Mat, myself) if you need any help  

  Network: you can use either LPNHE-Guest using the usernames and passwords 
supplied, or (better!) eduroam. 

  Coffee breaks will be served in the cafeteria at the first floor of 12-22 

  Tomorrow at 2pm we’ll the LHCb Chamless B Decays Working Group was invited 
to join the session via Vidyo 

  Rooms for discussions and work: 
  Room 12-22.234 (may also be used for luggage storage) – please contact us 
  The library, room 12-22.103, just in front of the cafeteria (at all times) 
  The cafeteria itself (vending machines and drinking water are available at all times). 

  Toilets: outside the seminar room, in towers 12 and 22 and in the towers in general 

  In case of trouble, call 
  Mobile phones of Mat Charles or EB (on the white board) 

Magali Carlosse, LPNHE secreteriat: +33 (0)1 44 27 41 80 



Lunch and dinner 
  Many possibilities for lunch or coffee all around the Jussieu campus, 

various prices. Many places near the main entrance and in “Rue 
Cardinal Lemoine” 

  There is also “l’Ardoise” inside the campus, near tower 25 (7-10€ for 
self service) 

  Please go in small groups as the most restaurants are small. 

  

Workshop dinner 
Today, 8pm 

 

L’Escarmouche / Au bistrot de la Montagne 
 

38-40 rue de la Montagne Sainte Genviève, 75005 – PARIS 
For those who wish to go to the restaurant with the group, we will meet at 
19:40 near tower 12 (Jussieu level) 



How to get there 



Enjoy your stay 
 

Have a fruitful workshop 


